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Extratropical cyclones are often associated with extreme weather conditions, in terms of wind and precipitation.
Southwestern Europe was hit by a series of destructive storms throughout recent winters (e.g. “Klaus”, Liberato et
al. 2011). In this work we assess the synoptic evolution, dynamical characteristics and the main impacts of storm
“Xynthia” (27-28 February 2010), which caused 59 reported casualties in Europe (45 in France) and considerable
economical losses. “Xynthia” wind peaks reached 150 km h-1 and uprooted numerous trees, blew down electricity
masts and blew many building roofs. The unfortunate combination of intense winds, extreme low pressure values
and high tide triggered an unusual storm surge in western France coastal areas. The flood water stood up to 1.5 m
high in the streets in numerous towns and villages near La Rochelle.
The evolution of “Xynthia” is analysed using two cyclone tracking algorithms – one based on mean sea level pressure (SLP) fields and another on the SLP laplacian (as a proxy for vorticity) – both applied to ERA-Interim data.
The automatic methods were supported by a synoptic evaluation. “Xynthia” was first identified as an extratropical
cyclone over the subtropical North Atlantic Ocean on the 26th February 2010. It then moved north-eastward and
experienced a notorious strengthening. In its strengthening phase, “Xynthia” presented deepening rates around 20
hPa/24h (45ºN), implying an outstanding event with bomb characteristics. This development was supported by
an intensified polar jet across the North Atlantic Basin, strong upper-air divergence and tropical moisture export
converging into the genesis region. The analysis of storm “Xynthia” is also put into perspective among storminess
variability and large-scale circulation over the North Atlantic region during this winter, which was characterized
by record-breaking negative AO and NAO values and intense precipitation over western and southern Iberia
(Andrade et al. 2011; Vicente-Serrano et al. 2011).
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